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Chapter 1
Introduction
Even though I was raised by educators, I grew up feeling unsure of my place in the
world. However, I vividly remember the moment I knew that I wanted to work in education. In
my last year of undergraduate education, I was working with a student from my former high
school on a debate case centered on a complex foreign policy issue. Over the few weeks leading
up to the competition, we discussed the content of the case, but my focus was to help the student
feel more self-confident in their abilities. I will never forget the call I had with that student after
they competed when they said, “I never thought I would be able to do that, but I did.”
When I took over as head coach of that Speech & Debate team, I remember working with
one student in particular. We were working on a complicated case about sanctions and
Venezuelan politics. He started out timid and unsure of how to build his cases, but watching his
progress and seeing his confidence grow when he worked hard and competed was inspiring. I
saw him grow so much over a couple of months and this experience made me want to continue
providing support to students' academic and personal achievement. I could not deny the feeling
that this was what I was supposed to be doing. I saw and experienced the difference that
educators can make in student’s lives. To be a part of that as a teacher is a privilege. My goal is
to continue to create those opportunities for my students so that they know that no matter where
they start out, they can achieve anything they set their minds to.
In order to achieve this goal, the focus of my growth and studies through my MAT
program is to learn how to incorporate more culturally relevant and sustaining pedagogical
practices into my teaching. To do so, relationship building will be central to all my strategies
because without knowing and understanding my students I cannot design curriculum
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accordingly. Combining both relationships and culturally relevant teaching practices will allow
my students to engage with the social studies curriculum while learning important skills for their
education and life outside of the classroom.
Philosophies of Education
Psychologist Lev Vygotsky frames learning as a product of society and environment. He
asserts that learning happens in the zone of proximal development, where students can perform
tasks with assistance. Eventually they could do them independently, which would indicate
growth and learning. These goals align with my goals for my own philosophy of education. I
want my students to be comfortable with critical thinking on their own long after they leave my
class. This helps them eventually take on more difficult tasks and succeed on their own in my
class and later on. The process of growing up is filled with students working to internalize
language and processes that adults and peers to some extent guide them through. Children form
cognitive function from interaction, which means culture is the cornerstone of Vygotsky’s theory
(Ormrod, 2018). I hope to emphasize this in my teaching, as I work to include and value my
students' various cultures and life experiences.
Vygotsky also proposed that adults such as teachers can help students navigate the world
by explaining the meaning associated with events and concepts and that this prepares them to do
this on their own. Teachers boost the capabilities of students through interaction and can do even
more with intentional lesson building. Vygotsky would argue for hands-on approaches because
he would want classes to include plenty of scaffolding to gradually increase a student’s skillset
(Vygotsky, 1966/2016). This could look different for each subject in terms of application in class,
but the philosophy remains the same. For social studies, it might look more like thought
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experiments and simulation games to teach students about potential outcomes and how to
approach or solve problems. Tackling big issues that can be controversial is challenging but
necessary. This theory also emphasizes the importance of small group discussions and reciprocal
teaching. He also talked about the value of disagreement among peers in developing deeper
understanding and a more nuanced worldview. My own practice is influenced by Vygotsky's
view that peers and the larger community are heavily involved with the child's learning and
development (Omrod, 2018).
In my practice, I want to create more classroom interaction through real world
experiences and application. Some of my own most impactful experiences in social studies
education were from guest speakers in the field, extracurricular activities, and practical
applications my teachers presented. I hope to replicate these and increase the amount of similar
experiences that I provide in my classroom. All of these goals and hopes rely on my efforts to
make strong connections and relationships with my students. In order to serve them the best, I
have to understand their backgrounds and interests. Without this knowledge and work, I cannot
reach those lofty goals. I am looking forward to continuing to develop my knowledge and
opinions on different educational philosophies as I progress through this year and the rest of my
career. In doing so, I plan to model flexibility and open mindedness for my students, while
maintaining my core values.
Teaching for Social Justice & Classroom Environment
My hope is to provide an accessible, equitable environment for all students so that they
have somewhere to belong and grow. I plan to do this through continued learning, authenticity,
and investment in my community. What I learned from my own struggles is approaching
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everyone with respect and the knowledge that you do not know what battles they are fighting is
vital. By continuing to work on myself and my teaching practices, I will work against the
systems that exclude and discriminate against students of color and other marginalized groups.
Due to my position of privilege, I need to continue to expand my knowledge and understanding
of stories other than my own so that they can be represented in my curriculum and pedagogy.
With hard work and dedication, I have confidence that I can reach the transformation and social
action levels of multicultural curriculum that will serve my students best (Banks, 2019).
Along with this, during my early education in a homeschool/online charter setting, I was
largely free of the influence of staff who may have potentially contributed to negative outcomes
for students of color (Howard, 2019). To me, these differences were invisible. As Sensoy &
DiAngelo (2017) argue, this individualistic approach prevented an analysis and awareness of the
larger systems at play in my education. While it wasn’t immediately apparent, my situation was
largely controlled by the power of the dominant culture and supports the myth that it was largely
based in a meritocracy where I worked hard and succeeded due to that alone. These experiences
mean that I need to be cognizant of how my background impacts the way I see my students and
the world around me. To overcome this, I will work to value the voices of others whether they
are my students, community members, or historical figures.
Ethics in Education & School Stakeholders
For me, centering my ethical teaching on access and collaboration is key. By access, I
mean that my content should be accessible to all of my students regardless of their backgrounds
and present skill levels. I intend to meet students where they are when they arrive and fulfill their
educational needs. This may be more formal due to an Individualized Education Plan (IEP),
Section 504 Plan, language barriers or informally based on the relationship I develop with my
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students and the needs they express. In terms of collaboration, I strive to work in tandem with
my colleagues to find the best solutions and practices for our students. This also includes
working with community stakeholders like parents and guardians. I want to do my best to set my
students up for success, which means giving them the best support system possible.
Growing up and working in a smaller school district has given me the opportunity to see
many different roles within a school environment. I wholeheartedly believe that cooperation is
fundamental to student success. This means that as a teacher, I need to do my part to include
others in what I do whether that is laying out clear expectations for students and parents,
communicating with my supervisors, or being available to parents. A big part of this for me is
engaging parents who may have not been included in or active in their students' education up
until that point. Just as I strive to provide a safe place for my students, I want to do the same for
parents who are marginalized by the school system so that their students are ultimately better
supported. In my position, I will have the opportunity to advocate for my students and families in
the pursuit of a more equitable environment.
Mission Statement
Schools have always been my safe place. In high school, I was able to find comfort and
passion in my education, extracurriculars, and with teachers who cared about me. I hope that my
work creates a safe space for other students who are struggling to find their footing in a time of
change. Hopefully my students will feel safe taking risks and learning about themselves, even if
that is messy and difficult. Duncan-Andrade's view that teachers should center their work on a
“pedagogical strategy of redefining success for their students. They talked to students about
using school as a way to return to their communities, rather than as a strategy for escaping them”
resonated with me (Duncan-Andrade, 2007, p. 625). This attitude is present in my own
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community, however, I feel there is an opportunity for significant change as we move forward
from the tragedies of this past year of COVID-19, distance learning, and devastating wildfires. I
plan to do my best to accomplish this goal for a diverse group of students through clear
intentions and active learning on my part.
On a bit larger scale, I hope to contribute to a greater school environment that is student
centered and diverse at the building and district levels. Throughout my time in education as a
student and an educator, there has been a severe lack of diversity in leadership roles, which has a
big impact on the environment for students. Students are in tune with the choices being made by
those in power, especially marginalized groups. I hope that I can continue to use my voice and
political background to advocate for diverse staff and students to be in leadership roles. At the
end of the day, despite the challenges, I love working with students and other educators, and I am
excited for and optimistic about what the future holds.
Teaching Goals
In addition to the work I have already described, my main focus for my early educational
career relates to InTASC standard three. These goals arose from issues that I noticed within my
own school and through learning about broader issues in education. Ultimately, being intentional
and reflective will help me achieve these goals. Setting goals and continually checking in is
important for my continued improvement as an educator and for my students' success. Through
my work in my classroom and collaboratively in my building, I can contribute positively to the
overall school environment. I hope to continue working with educators who are always in search
of better practices and outcomes for their classes. InTASC Standard #3 states: “the teacher works
with others to create environments that support individual and collaborative learning, and that
encourage positive social interaction, active engagement in learning, and self motivation”
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(InTASC, 2013, p. 21). This goes back to my focus on involving relevant stakeholders to produce
the best academic and personal outcomes possible for my students. I also want students in my
classroom to become more confident and capable of interacting with others respectfully while
still advocating for themselves and their ideas. For me, this standard highlights the importance
of focusing on all learners and their capabilities. Due to my focus on social justice in my
classroom, I consider it essential to provide challenges for all learners regardless of their
placement. I am committed to giving all of my students appropriate opportunities to learn and
grow, not just focusing on those in advanced courses. This year and in my first few years of
teaching, I hope to grow significantly in these areas.
In order to achieve these goals, I plan to center my practices on culturally sustaining
pedagogy. This is in an effort to build meaningful relationships with my students so that I can
better understand their needs and interests. Ladson-Billings (1995) lays out the necessary
elements for culturally sustaining pedagogy, including introspection on the teacher's side,
communicating high expectations, and restructuring traditional curriculum while simultaneously
building those relationships. Establishing relevance with my students, especially in social
studies, is key to reaching my goals and creating a longer lasting impact on students
educationally and personally.
Conclusion
In the remainder of my action research project I will explore research on effective
teaching, especially relating to culturally sustaining pedagogy, engagement, relationship
building, and literacy. I will also apply these concepts to social studies pedagogy. In doing so, I
will explore questions of what the best practices are for my discipline to engage all students in
my classroom. If there is one thing I hope the last few years have taught us, it’s compassion and
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critical hope. Even though there will undoubtedly be great difficulties to overcome, by relying on
each other and our core values we can continue to create opportunities for our students to
succeed. For me, this means encouraging students to be introspective, compassionate, resilient
members of their community. I also know that I have just as much to learn from them as they do
from myself and my subject area. Duncan-Andrade (2009) beautifully captures the value of the
tough journey we have ahead:
we must purposefully nurture our students, colleagues, and ourselves through the cracks,
knowing we will sustain the trauma of damaged petals along the way. It is essential that we
understand these damaged petals as the attributes of indignation, tenacity, and audacity...we
must implore our colleagues to recognize that our damaged petals, and those of our
students, are not what need to be reformed out of us; they are what need to be celebrated
about us. Each time we convey this—the true value of the painful path—we are building
critical hope in the person next to us who wonders if they, too, can make it through the
crack. (p.192)
If there’s only one thing that my students come out of my class saying about me, I hope that it is
that no matter what, they knew I would never give up on them. Even if they struggled with the
subject matter or were going through a difficult time outside of school, they know that they have
someone on their side who knows they can succeed. Keeping all of these things in mind, I will
continue to seek the intersection of joy, hope, and justice.
Through this action research project, I will work to answer the following question: how
does my teaching work to engage all students? When combining culturally sustaining pedagogy,
engagement, and literacy with the teaching goals of developing clear expectations (via tools like
learning targets), using assessment data, and developing relationships, a few specific questions
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emerge. The two main questions and goals I will focus on during my action research are as
follows. Which of my teaching strategies are effective in using learning targets to create
engagement? Additionally, how does developing clear goals and expectations aid in relationship
building as I understand my students more? My focus on my own practice over the course of this
project will seek to answer these questions and find connections between literature and my own
practice.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Purposes and Objectives for the Literature Review
My purpose in this review of the research was to discover how teachers and researchers
look at effective teaching and teacher growth in their discipline. In addition to this research, I
wanted to build a knowledge base that explains the importance of relationship building and
student success, especially in terms of culturally informed teaching. I searched for research on
differentiation, culturally sustaining pedagogy, engagement, best practices, and inclusive
education to provide a basis for my research project and best answer my questions. Additionally,
because I would be studying my own practice and focusing on these ideas in my endorsement
area, I looked for studies that indicated the kinds of instruction that are effective for social
studies classrooms in particular. This literature review addresses my knowledge of these
concepts as a foundation for my understanding to set goals and grow from in my own teaching. I
especially looked for research that described effective strategies for each area and gave examples
of how it might work in a classroom. Application of this research was an essential part in
building my own knowledge base for this project.
Procedures for the Literature Review
I selected literature for this review based on several specific criteria. Research on
relationship building and trauma informed teaching was included if it contained the following
descriptors: “high school social studies,” “engagement,” “relationship building,” and “culturally
sustaining pedagogy.” This search yielded many relevant articles. In order to narrow my findings
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and make them more specific to this research project, I then focused my review efforts on articles
that discussed these themes in relation to my content area. From there, I looked for articles that
supported sub-themes that emerged from the major articles in my literature review. These
sub-themes are: differentiation and culturally sustaining pedagogy, strategic teaching, and the
work to be done in the social studies discipline. For these sub-sections, I initially searched the
EBSCO database for articles that met the keyword criteria listed above, along with conducting a
search for books in the database of the Hamersly Library at Western Oregon University. After
finding these books and articles, I hand-searched their reference lists as sources to find additional
related articles and books.
In order to integrate the literature review, I developed a coding protocol and
corresponding separation of research into the major themes of my literature review. I read each
article to determine how it fit within these broad thematic categories, and then, through a process
of reading and rereading for salient features of each study, I determined the subheadings in the
literature review. My intent was to start with a broad treatment of each theme and then to
systematically reduce broad understandings of each sub-theme to specific understanding of how
these themes are present in research about relationship building and social studies pedagogy.
Effective Teaching Practices
Ultimately, the structure for my study is centered around creating an equitable classroom
environment where students have the opportunity to succeed. My focus on social justice and
building student’s confidence in Social Studies and critical thinking more broadly relies on my
ability to build genuine, respectful relationships with my students. To frame my research, I used
Dr. Gloria Ladson-Billings’ theory of culturally relevant pedagogy which includes three main
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themes: academic achievement, cultural competence, and sociopolitical consciousness
(Ladson-Billings, 1995). Her research shows that teachers must provide a place for students to
honor their culture while demonstrating academic achievement. The aim of culturally responsive
pedagogy is to provide students with an education that isn’t at odds with their identity.
Teachers who are culturally competent allow students to act as teachers by implementing
a strategy such as flexible grouping to allow students to teach and learn from each other. They
can do this because they have a good understanding of each student in their class. Connections
and relationships come first, before content. Teachers carefully create communities where more
learning is possible together, rather than leaning into the competitiveness perpetuated by current
educational practices. Students are able to integrate academic knowledge and practices into their
knowledge base because of teachers' intentional efforts (Ladson-Billings, 1995).
Effective teachers see knowledge as constantly evolving and reliant on critical analysis
for themselves and their students. They are able to simultaneously empower students in their
cultural and academic knowledge. Differing ideas are presented, along with prompts to
encourage deeper critical thinking and questioning. Teachers are encouraging students to think
about the “why” and how they are situated in a broader context, not just to memorize historical
facts and events. Classrooms are a space where students can take risks and take on difficult
questions (Ladson-Billings, 1995). These three tenets are essential to social studies pedagogy as
teachers guide students through content. My research is aimed to understand ways to apply these
theories to my teaching in practice as I work towards my educational goals.
Research Studies
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This research study combined strands of complementary research literature, centered on
three sub-themes. First, I discuss differentiation and diversity through culturally sustaining
pedagogy. Second, I consider research on teaching practices that are centered on increasing
engagement and literacy skills in students. Finally, I looked at research on effective teaching
within social studies at the secondary level.
A Review of Research on Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy
An important text in regards to culturally responsive teaching is Geneva Gay’s (2002)
work, Preparing for culturally responsive teaching. This framework argues that “explicit
knowledge about cultural diversity is imperative to meeting the needs of ethnically diverse
students” (Gay, 2002, p. 107). Teachers need practical knowledge of what a student’s cultural
lens might look like in order to incorporate that into their classroom. This is not a vague
awareness of difference, but specific knowledge of cultural diversity. Dr. Gay mentioned that
different groups of students need to learn this information for different reasons (for knowledge of
their own cultural history or to learn about others) and it is important for all students to gain this
knowledge. In practice, a way to overcome deficits in knowledge was to take courses on the
contributions of different ethnic groups to your specific content area as well as on multicultural
education (Gay, 2002).
There were three main portions of Dr. Gay’s work, the first is Critical Race Theory (CRT)
through formal curriculum. The portions of the lesson (activities, readings, covering standards,
etc.) need to include diverse materials that are based on CRT as well as cultural analysis.
Secondly, in a symbolic curriculum, teachers need to ensure that a diverse set of examples are
used in classroom spaces and that lessons show a variety of people and experiences. Last, being
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critical in our analysis of ideas in the mainstream media and teaching students to do the same
when thinking about information they are presented with. In addition to this, teachers must
demonstrate their care for students and interest in building learning communities. This step is
more than using certain practices to help students of color, but rather using “cultural scaffolding”
to help relate material to their own learned and lived experiences (Gay, 2002, p. 109). Believing
in and expecting high achievement levels from students of color is vital to helping them reach
their academic potential. The teacher is a partner in learning with those students, working
actively towards high goals (Gay, 2002).
Another seminal text to consider in understanding the concept of culturally sustaining
pedagogy is “Toward a Critical Race Theory of Education” by Gloria Ladson-Billings and
William Tate IV (1995). Briefly, the three tenets of critical race theory are that race continues to
have a significant impact on inequity, the US was founded and is based on property rights, and
the intersection of race and property is an effective lens through which to view inequity. This
article shows that even when accounting for class and other identity variables, race is still a
determining factor in the outcome of people in the US (and students). In terms of education,
dropout rates, suspensions, and incarceration rates are cited to show the disparity as well.
Compared with class and gender, which are simpler to define, the complex nature of race leaves
us with a severe lack of research and understanding regarding the intersectional issues students
face. One suggestion from the article was the idea that instead of asking which factor, race or
class, is determining outcomes, we should be considering what the impact of race is on social
class (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995).
The exploration into property reveals that seeing racism as a pervasive aspect of all parts
of American life rather than a series of disconnected events or acts by individual people. I
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thought it was insightful to discuss how capitalism and its ties to democracy have propped up a
racist system because of our devotion to democracy. The article goes on to explain how
throughout the development of this country, capitalism/general development has relied on
individual rights embodied in property rights, which from the beginning was exclusionary. The
entire society and government was constructed to protect property, which means that those who
have been historically barred from participating in those systems are still subjugated based on
their race despite any gains that have been made. In terms of a relation to education, the system
of funding schools based on property taxes is advantageous for white students who have been
able to historically accumulate wealth and therefore can attend schools with more resources. On
a deeper level, the material students are exposed to in school also represents a form of property
that not all students have access to. The richer curriculums available to white students provide
them with more opportunities compared to schools with much less choice in curriculum. The text
works to demonstrate that programs that were aimed at changing this situation not only failed,
but aided white students, exacerbating the issue (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995).
The third tenet is the idea that the intersection of race and property is a useful lens to
view inequality. This point shows that whiteness is a form of property, and since possession is
culturally white it is exclusionary to students who are Black, indigenous, and people of color
(BIPOC). Whiteness is valuable and inaccessible to non-white cultural practices. Students are
rewarded for conforming to white cultural norms in school, which shows how whiteness can be
extended to BIPOC in some superficial circumstances. Other education consequences include the
extensive use of school property due to resource allocation and other structural inequities.
Ladson-Billings & Tate (1995) also show how reputation (of an individual or program) is
property and can be damaged by applying a certain (nonwhite) label. An example of this is
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bilingual education, which is seen as a nonwhite form of second language acquisition that is less
esteemed than when white students learn a second language. The historic exclusion of BIPOC
students completely from schools to segregation and tracking now creates a system where they
are allowed to be there and seen as outsiders, rather than having an unalienable right to
participate in schooling in the same way white students are (Ladson-Billings, 1995). These
institutional barriers are prominent in writings about culturally sustaining pedagogy, such as
curricular constraints, accountability, and a lack of support from parents and other school staff.
Although overcoming these barriers may be difficult, authors like Howell, Cantrell & Rintamaa
(2019) suggest that the benefits far outweigh the hardships that come with this approach. Many
authors have proposed paths forward in this work (Howell, Cantrell & Rintamaa, 2019).
In another key work by Dr. Ladson-Billings, key characteristics of culturally sustaining
teachers are revealed. The academic achievement aspect of this theory refers to productive
teachers who see their students as capable and partners in learning, believe in progress and the
evolution of curriculum, and build on students’ knowledge both culturally and academically.
Culturally responsive teachers understand that their students are capable of learning and
succeeding and focus on how to help them achieve that success. Teachers are focused on their
own development and that of their students, rather than perceived deficits of students. They
understand that their work is never in a final, perfect state, but rather always improving and
becoming (Ladson-Billings, 1995). Other scholars have built on the work of Dr. Ladson-Billings
in an exploration of what culturally sustaining pedagogy looks like in the classroom. One such
article, written by Wynter-Hoyte, Braden, Rodriguez & Thornton (2017), identifies key
characteristics of successful teachers. Those teachers not only understand that students are
experts in their culture prior to arriving in the classroom, but work to provide critical spaces
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where students can discuss difficult and important concepts. They honor their students' abilities
and push them to engage with academically rigorous yet relevant materials (Wynter-Hoyte,
Braden, Rodriguez & Thornton, 2017).
Since schools serve a dialectally diverse population, it is vital that teachers are inclusive
and educate students with regard to their backgrounds (Wheeler & Swords, 2004). The strategies
and methods in this article work to encourage student participation in class and in their education
more generally. Cited in the article as two key points for successfully teaching language are code
switching (choosing language appropriate for the context) and contrastive analysis. These two
elements aid in constructive comparison of two languages/styles to discern similarities and
differences in an effort to understand both. The authors note that traditional methods that are
aimed at erasing cultural differences are harmful to Black students’ educations and by adopting
these techniques, language education can shift to being more inclusive and culturally appropriate
(Wheeler & Swords, 2004).
Moving on to multicultural education, research suggests that teachers are generally
underprepared for teaching through a multicultural lens. Howard (2019) focuses on the issues
that come from this and how to overcome them. This focus originates in a growing need to best
serve the needs of a diverse student population and help close the achievement gap. The text
covers how teachers are often not similar culturally to their students, which among other issues,
creates a difficult situation to navigate and overcome. Howard (2019) also talks about how
educators can fall into the trap of being sympathetic teachers, who hold lower standards for
students of color and low-income students, rather than believing that all students can succeed.
This is an issue for many reasons, one being that it places teachers at the center of education
rather than students. If teachers are merely sorry for a student's circumstances and focus on
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limitations, those students are disadvantaged because they do not have the same resources as a
student with access to educators who see learning as a mutual process and achievable through
difficult circumstances (Howard, 2019).
Howard’s (2019) work also suggests that another reason why is because teachers need to
understand the complex nature of race and oppression in this country so that they can aid in the
dismantling of those structures. Educators need to be diving deeper into the issue of racial
inequity with a greater understanding and willingness to continue learning about these issues.
Since it has such a large impact on education, it is important at every level of schooling. Using
race as a lens through which to critically analyze educational outcomes and experiences is key to
moving forward, rather than continuing to largely ignore race. If educators are mostly unaware of
these issues and can never meaningfully challenge the system, they are perpetuating structural
racism. It is key that all educators, white or BIPOC, participate in this work. Giving students a
chance to talk about their experiences highlights the specific points at which structural issues
manifest themselves. For instance, teachers assuming Latinx students were emerging bilingual or
ELL (English Language Learner) students shows that not only are teachers stereotyping students,
but they are contributing to the deficit view that being bilingual/learning English is a negative
thing (Howard, 2019).
To better understand what exactly a multicultural education is, Banks (2019) suggests a
framework based on five dimensions: content integration, knowledge construction, prejudice
reduction, equity pedagogy, and school culture. Content integration deals with the diversity of
classroom content and the stories/examples used. The text notes that some subject areas lend
themselves more to this, but it is important in all subject areas. The knowledge construction
process encourages students to learn about how different factors contribute to the way that
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knowledge is created. Prejudice reduction involves teachers assisting students in the process of
decreasing bias against particular groups. The aim is to help students relate to one another and
cooperate while unlearning preconceptions. This is made possible by the support of teachers and
administrators who are committed to providing a multicultural education. Equity pedagogy
includes the issues and concerns of diverse groups in any subject’s curriculum. This means that
teachers are conducting classes in a way that allows students from all backgrounds to succeed.
Instruction is personalized to each student, which allows them to achieve success regardless of
their background and past achievement. Creating an empowering school culture and social
structure involves doing work to assess a school’s situation and work to empower and address
structural issues that stand in the way of multicultural education (Banks, 2019).
Banks (2019) also lays out four approaches to multicultural curricular integration. The
contributions approach is considered the first level of integration where the curriculum remains
fundamentally unchanged but includes some mainstream cultural elements or figures but lacks
depth. Without the bigger picture, issues like racism and institutional problems tend to go
without coverage. The additive approach, or level two, includes a more substantial amount of
material (a unit or lesson) than level one, but the curriculum remains fundamentally unchanged.
Often, one of the issues with this approach is that it only integrates mainstream, Eurocentric
perspectives that tell only a certain side of the story. Again, these stories are seen as appendages.
The transformation approach or level three is where the curriculum begins to fundamentally
change. Mainstream ideas become a portion of the ideas covered throughout the curriculum. This
approach is described as infusion rather than addition because a variety of perspectives are
presented in the curriculum. The social action approach (level four) represents a fundamental
shift in the curriculum by incorporating the transformation approach and asking students to be
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active participants in their multicultural education. Not only are they encouraged to participate
academically, but they are given the opportunity to learn the tools of political efficacy to use after
school. Specific methods of organization are suggested for this method because of the complex
nature of this approach. Banks (2019) highlights the possibility of blending approaches to move
up levels over time.
Some research on culturally sustaining pedagogy suggests that even though these
practices are beneficial for students, there is a disconnect between research and teacher practices.
Abacioglu et al. (2019) conducted a study regarding the impact of teachers relationships on their
culturally responsive practices. They found that more teacher development is needed to reinforce
their perspective taking ability (Abacioglu et al., 2019). Teachers who had this skill generally
showed better outcomes among diverse groups of students. Chuang, Shih, & Cheng’s (2020)
work shows that secondary school teachers are less likely to have positive perceptions of
culturally responsive teaching than elementary school teachers in the technology supported
learning environments studied. They conclude that with more development in classroom
technology, teachers may be pushed to include more culturally diverse curricula (Chuang, Shih,
& Cheng, 2020).
A Review of Research on Culturally Responsive Engagement and Literacy
Reflecting back on Dr. Gay’s work, teachers must be able to decode differences in
communication styles between ethnic groups and understand how those contribute to learning
behaviors. One example is the style of participation used in the classroom. Valuing different
student approaches to learning, including more active learning that goes against typical
classroom lecture-based procedures. If teachers don’t understand these differences, they will not
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be able to fully support diverse students in their culture-based behaviors. Allowing for
differentiation in the classroom is one way to integrate this idea. Teachers must provide for
different students cultural learning styles including during activities like group discussions.
Having a solid base of cultural knowledge helps a teacher understand how to differentiate for
students based on their cultural background. Teachers who provide multicultural frames of
references tailored to their students’ backgrounds as a way to build knowledge will be more
successful. Providing tools for students to use when trying to complete academic tasks and
conform culturally in broader school conditions helps them be more successful and relate their
knowledge (Gay, 2002).
Read, Landon-Hays, & Martin-Rivas (2014) draw attention to the importance of using a
gradual release of responsibility model when providing instruction for persuasive writing. This
approach is characterized by the IMSCI model, which starts with inquiry and modeling led by
the teacher, moves into a shared activity, collaboration and finally to independent practice.
Through this process, students are well supported and build their confidence prior to working on
their own. The authors explored the use of the IMSCI model in a 4th grade classroom and found
that students were able to successfully internalize the elements of a particular writing genre to
the extent that they were able to independently produce quality work. Overall, this created a
more supportive environment for not only students but the teacher as well, who was able to feel
more confident about their ability to help students learn a new genre of writing in a structured
manner (Read, Landon-Hays, & Martin-Rivas, 2014). These strategies can be used in
conjunction with a culturally sustaining pedagogy in social studies, which will be covered in the
next section of this literature review.
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Working in conjunction with a gradual release of responsibility is the development of
learning targets, which research shows has a positive effect on student’s intrinsic motivation and
achievement (Grolnick et al., 2007). Research also indicates the development of learning goals in
class, even when controlling for factors like prior GPA, parent education level, etc., positively
impacts grades, engagement, and intrinsic motivation. These conclusions were consistent across
diverse groups of students. This reaches beyond just completion of in class assignments and
behavioral management but promotes deeper investment in the subject matter among students
(Froiland & Worrell, 2016). Once students are able to take ownership of their learning because of
an emphasis on clear expectations and learning goals, they become more proficient in key areas
like self-assessment and progress monitoring (Chan et al., 2014).
Tomlinson & Moon (2013) lay out five classroom elements of differentiation: the
learning environment, curriculum, assessment, instruction, and classroom leadership and
management. They assert that teachers can differentiate through content, process, product and
environment. The authors discuss using assessment as a diagnostic tool throughout each unit.
The text articulates three components of successful ongoing assessment: clear learning goals,
information about student positioning relative to goals (found through assessment), and taking
action to move students toward the learning goals. The combination of these elements makes
differentiation possible and effective (Tomlinson & Moon, 2013).
Buehl (2011) describes some of the issues that arise as students take on high level
academic material in schools. One of the main issues covered is the potential mismatch between
authors and readers. When students have not been adequately prepared for the material they are
covering, and lack the extensive background knowledge and interest necessary to deeply
comprehend texts, they are often left behind. Students come to the classroom with varying levels
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of knowledge and access to resources, it is important that teachers not adopt a deficit mindset
that carries on systemic inequities. Gottlieb & Ernst-Slavit (2014) describes the philosophy
behind academic language in relation to education and social justice as well as Common Core
State Standards (CCSS). The article goes into detail about the importance of academic language
in relation to more colloquial language for students, especially those who are bilingual (Gottlieb
& Ernst-Slavit, 2014). Teacher expectations are vital to success and they must believe that their
students can meet the standards in order to give them a chance to do well. They must also build
student’s confidence to act as content area insiders who have the tools necessary to succeed in
that academic environment (Buehl, 2011). Gottlieb & Ernst-Slavit (2014) states that this is
becoming not only the burden of ELA teachers but any teacher regardless of content area or
grade level.
Tillman (2012) stresses the need for visual literacy in a climate that is increasingly more
visual and less focused on only academic writing. Just as students need to develop reading
comprehension skills, they need to learn to digest and critically evaluate visual information to
enhance their learning. These principles also emphasize the importance of not assuming that
because students use technology consistently, they have a high level of visual literacy. This
author is clear about the need for teaching visual literacy to students who are constantly
inundated with images and visual messages. Helping them navigate and interpret those images is
necessary for them academically and in their everyday lives (Tillman, 2012). Ventimiglia and
Pullman (2016) the issue of students not having the skills to use technology to problem solve,
which limits their ability to function at school and work. In turn, their chances to impact the
world around them are hindered because their teachers do not engage in digital literacy. Digital
literacy values independence and problem solving, where traditional methods rely on static
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sources and teachers to guide exploration. Preparing students for the world ahead of them means
teaching them to be versatile and flexible in the workplace, rather than specializing in one area.
This is also valuable to teachers because it helps them reach students more effectively and easily
because they are communicating in a common language (Ventimiglia and Pullman, 2016).
Wilson and Chavez (2014) demonstrate the ways in which varied communication (not
just written) is often used in classroom settings, yet we remain focused only on written literacy.
This does not provide students with the skills they need to succeed academically. The lives of our
students are multimodal and to not provide them with an education that aligns with their lives is
doing them a disservice. The authors offer a roadmap to building student’s multimodal literacy
by scaffolding their experiences before, during and after the consumption of information. They
argue that students can develop a higher level of understanding if they are encouraged to
transform information from one mode to another and make connections. This approach can be
relevant to and representative of all students when implemented properly by teachers who have
an understanding of their student’s contexts (Wilson & Chavez, 2014). Culturally responsive
teaching for literacy looks different in varying subject areas. Allowing students to consume
information of their choosing leaves more room for culturally relevant practices and values
students identities. Implementing more diverse reading lists for example, benefits all students in
the classroom, regardless of race or ethnicity (Ladson-Billings, 2021).
Another key component of student centered teaching is in class discussion. Gottschalk
(1994) lays out a framework for classroom discussion. The author goes over key components of
discussion from logistics to more theoretical frameworks. With the goal of full participation in
mind, teachers can implement a variety of student roles and activities that help even out
participation. Additionally, it is important for teachers not to rely too much on one student or a
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student’s identity as a way to understand a particular perceived perspective that may be based on
stereotypes. Effective teacher facilitation can include good question prompts, pushing students to
consider all sides, and encouraging healthy consensus building. Gottschalk (1994) concludes by
encouraging teachers to engage in constant self-evaluation by asking students to weigh in on
class procedures in a private manner.
A Review of Research on Culturally Responsive Social Studies Practices
Bringing culturally sustaining pedagogy, engagement, and literacy together in the context
of social studies instruction is key to researching and formulating a knowledge base to apply
those practices. The following section is a review of key texts that integrate these practices into
social studies pedagogy. Although not all articles included in this section are exclusively
intended for social studies pedagogy, all of these strategies can be incorporated into this
discipline. The basis of culturally responsive pedagogy in this context is utilizing strategies based
on the teachers knowledge and understanding of their students' backgrounds in addition to the
relationships they have built. These strategies bring together Vygotsky’s (2016) zone of proximal
development, Tomlinson’s (2013) theories of differentiated instruction, relying on students' funds
of knowledge, and specific instructional strategies geared toward scaffolding learning
(Wynter-Hoyte, Braden, Rodriguez & Thornton, 2017; Herrera et al., 2012).
There are also issues specific to this discipline that come up when working towards
culturally responsive teaching. As Monte-Sano & Quince (2021) point out, students often view
social studies as a boring subject, sometimes due to the significant lack of content and inquiry
relevant to their lives. Researchers and educators argue that applying culturally relevant
pedagogy to social studies involves analyzing real world problems, affirming marginalized
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voices, and scaffolding student’s academic success. This can be accomplished through strategies
like translanguaging (Hernandez Garcia & Schleppegrell, 2021).
Building curricula with these methods in mind aligns with goals of student engagement,
success, and interest in the subject area (Monte-Sano & Quince, 2021). Ruppert (2021) adds to
this by addressing the issue of student centered teaching in social studies. Moving away from
practices like lecture based classes will increase the effectiveness of instruction because students
will be more likely to become engaged in their coursework regardless of their background
(Ruppert, 2021). These findings build on those of Wagner (1991) which argued that helping
students understand themselves and the world around them makes teaching social studies
concepts a more achievable goal (Wagner, 1991).
Scholars also tackled topics like teaching world history to groups of students who are
English Language Learners. Jaffee (2016) emphasizes the importance of considering student’s
backgrounds from the time the curriculum is being created onward. Doing so requires teachers to
possess a solid knowledge of their students and be able to build meaningful relationships with
students and other staff members (particularly those that work the most with ELLs) that help
them reach those goals. The author argues that this can be done within the confines of
state-mandated curriculum that is often cited as a barrier to achieving a culturally responsive
classroom (Jaffee, 2016). These and similar practices have been shown to be effective with
diverse groups of students in that they are able to increase their critical thinking skills and
confidence in academic settings (Dong, 2017).
A common theme throughout research in the social studies field reveals that a recognition
of the status quo and larger systems in education are necessary along with culturally sustaining
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practices. Ray (2019) maintains that the education system has historically been successful in
perpetuating social inequalities rather than being the equalizing force some argue that it is. For
white educators, this dynamic must be challenged to change power dynamics into relational
authority. Students must know and believe that they belong in school. Historically marginalized
and underserved groups have and continue to be largely left out of social studies education,
especially in a way that centers their agency and voice. Culturally sustaining social studies
pedagogy connects what has happened with student’s current situations (Ray, 2019).
Research has shown that these practices positively impact African American students'
achievement in schools (Wiggan & Watson, 2016). An example of this for African American
students is the perspective that US history courses, rather than including parts of African
American history in the curriculum, should view Black history as US history (Sotiropoulos,
2017). Scholars argue that these practices and perspectives should be at the forefront of teacher’s
minds and priorities with their populations growing diversity (Cheesman et al., 2006).
Summary
The literature reviewed here indicates that while many aspects of teachers’ content-area
related pedagogy, culturally sustaining practices, and literacy have been studied in a variety of
ways, the relationship of these three aspects of education have not been extensively studied.
Given the urgency of meeting the needs of historically underrepresented and underserved
students, more research in this area needs to be conducted to explore what educators should be
focused on to produce the best outcomes for those students. Ultimately, focusing on creating a
culturally responsive classroom for students will help them achieve the best outcomes because
their instruction will be tailored to their individual needs.
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Chapter 3
Research Methods
The methods of inquiry for this study focused on the principles and practices of action
research, using self-study aligned with professional teacher standards, teacher artifacts,
observation notes, lesson plans, and instructional materials as a means of data collection. I will
begin with a review of action research principles to establish the foundation for this study’s
method of inquiry. Second, I will review the choices and purposes of data collection that helped
to highlight my instruction and means for searching for improvement. Third, I will detail my
context for the study, methods of data collection protocols, maintaining credibility and
trustworthiness of the data, and acknowledge my limitations as a researcher. Finally, I will
present the procedures used for studying my practice, while providing data and analysis that
speaks to adaptations and adjustments made to my instruction as I implanted this study.
Research Questions
My purpose of this study was to improve my practices and encourage more student
engagement and better outcomes. The research questions for this study were:
1. Which of my teaching strategies are most effective in creating engagement? By posing this
question, I hoped to learn more about the effectiveness of my teaching practices so I can change
my practices to aid student learning through the lens of culturally relevant pedagogy.
Additionally, I hoped to learn about and experiment with new teaching strategies and find more
to add to my skill set that show good results. Data gathered from a focus on this question was
used to test the success of various teaching strategies.
2. How does developing clear goals and expectations aid in relationship building as I understand
my students more? This question is aimed at putting together the different areas of my research
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and practice, including culturally sustaining pedagogy, engagement and literacy. Without
relationships, many of these strategies are not possible in practice. Through this question, I will
provide evidence of how my own preparation, instruction, and work create improved learning
outcomes over the course of my teaching.
InTASC Standards
The Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium (InTASC) Standards
developed by the The Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) are structured to portray
consensus among the educational community that offers a common method for creating and
evaluating educational structures across the nation. InTASC Standards provide a framework for
teacher evaluation, which my own district has modeled its evaluation process off of (InTASC,
2013). These standards assist in the development of a common ground among educators and a
way to continually improve teaching and learning. The dissemination of information regarding
best practices and research is important to education generally and the perpetuation of action
research throughout a teaching career. Collaboration among academics and those in the field is
always a key component of continuous improvement.
My focus for this research was to hone in on how my own teaching seeks to engage all
students in my classroom. Specifically, I examined culturally sustaining pedagogy, engagement,
literacy, and effective teaching practices specific to my content area. This focus aligned with the
following InTASC Standards for teacher professional development. First off, I used Standard #1
Learner Development, which states “the teacher understands how learners grow and develop,
recognizing that patterns of learning and development vary individually within and across the
cognitive, linguistic, social, emotional, and physical areas, and designs and implements
developmentally appropriate and challenging learning experiences” (InTASC, 2013, p. 16). This
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standard is important to my research because it emphasizes the importance of rigor and
appropriate instruction in combination with other elements of teaching and learning. This
standard also incorporates the inclusion of important stakeholders, which might include parents,
other educators, counselors, administrators, and community members. A common thread through
all of these standards is that they are not accessible without a strong relationship between the
teacher and student.
Secondly, Standard #3: Learning Environments, explains that “the teacher works with
others to create environments that support individual and collaborative learning, and that
encourage positive social interaction, active engagement in learning, and self motivation”
(InTASC, 2013, p. 21). My focus regarding this standard is on engagement and fostering a
learning environment that encourages participation. With one of my main goals being student
engagement and participation, this standard provides a roadmap by which to navigate my
teaching practices. This is especially important for social studies while I am trying to teach my
students to be active participants in their communities through positive social interactions. I want
my students to be curious and independent learners who are empowered to take their education
and careers into their own hands.
The last standard I will focus on is Standard #6: Assessment, which details guidance on
adapting instruction “The teacher understands and uses multiple methods of assessment to
engage learners in their own growth, to monitor learner progress, and to guide the teacher’s and
learner’s decision making” (InTASC, 2013, p. 30). Additionally, I considered how studying my
own practice in line with InTASC Standards could improve my own instruction and therefore,
student learning. My main focus with this standard is on assessment and changes to instruction
that are informed by varying types of assessments I conduct. It is important that these
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assessments be representative of my efforts to differentiate instruction and assessment. This
standard also focuses on learning goals and assessment, which will help me evaluate how my
learning goals are impacting student outcomes.
Methods and Procedures
My purpose for this action research project was to refine my own teaching practice as
well as how I use data to improve my own practice in line with the InTASC professional
standards. To do so, it was important to choose a method that could account for both what the
standards are for teacher evaluation and best practice as well as how I was paying attention to my
own practice through data collection and observation to improve it. Accordingly, this study was
designed as an action research study. Much of the purpose of action research surrounds
improvement of instruction and assessment to support student learning. This process asks
teachers to participate in a systematic evaluation of their own practice based on data collected
and self reflection. Although this will not always take the form of an academic paper, teachers
are constantly engaged in this process over the course of their career. The goals and methods for
action research vary somewhat between educators based on their individual goals and worldview
as well as their students' needs (Manfra, 2019).
Another key component of action research is the collaborative process and community
created amongst educators. Research on this process suggests that action research is vital to
changing practice and improving teaching on a larger scale. Giving teachers a chance to be
reflective and also learn from each other allows for changing norms in education because it
becomes possible to analyze institutional inequities and issues (Manfra, 2019). Positioning the
teacher as the learner and researcher transforms teacher practice rather than asking teachers to
add more to their workload. Researchers argue that this practice should be viewed as essential
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and not an extra duty to be performed by teachers in isolation. These practices are not meant to
replace traditional education research but rather to complement it (Hammersly, 1993).
This process will be essential to achieving the goals I have detailed in this project
throughout my teaching career. Although these goals will evolve and change, this process will be
invaluable in improving my practice. Underlying these processes and goals is the desire to
continually improve student learning and provide more opportunities for them to build skills and
knowledge. My hope is that my action research leads me to more inclusive, student centered
practices over time.
Data Collection
My project followed the standard steps of action research: identifying the issue, data
collection, data analysis, action planning, and follow through. My data collection seeks to
examine my teaching practices and provide meaningful data to answer my research questions.
Data collection in an action research project typically is related to the topic or issues, and
provides answers pertinent to the research questions. As Padak and Padak observe, “Any
information that can help you answer your questions is data” (1994, p. 3). Therefore, I used a
variety of data collection tools related to my topic to ensure the validity of my results.
Furthermore, I adhered to the following four characteristics in determining the data I
would collect for my study: anonymity of students, comparison in data collection so that the
results could be judged against themselves, and a variety of data was collected so that different
aspects of the topic could be brought to light (Padak and Padak, 1994). Finally, because I was
studying my own practice while I am in the middle of said practice, I acknowledge the spiraling
nature of data collection in action research and the way that my questions and answers evolve
over time (Padak and Padak, 1994). By focusing on data in connection to my research questions,
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my attention turned to other pieces of data that emerged in relation to my questions. These
emergent data pieces were included as part of the study as they had relevance to my research
questions. Because my research questions focus on engagement and literacy through culturally
sustaining pedagogy and relationship building, I chose to collect data that would provide
information about how my practice and the interventions I identified aligned with the research
topic.
First Type of Data Collected: Lesson Plans
The first type of data collection I will complete is an accumulation of my lesson plans
over the course of my teaching this year. These lesson plans include key elements that will
inform my research such as learning targets, standards covered, academic language, prerequisite
skills and knowledge, class procedures, assessments, and my own reflections. Through all of this
data collection, I will be focusing on culturally sustaining pedagogy. These plans will give good
insight into how both my planning and student outcomes change over the course of time. I will
continue to pay attention to the reflection portion of my lesson plans and student outcomes as
this will be the main method I use to evaluate what the impact of these strategies is on the way
my students learn. Since I will not include any specific or identifying student data, I will mainly
focus on the class as a whole and general observations about student behavior and achievement.
I will be using lesson plans from different classes I teach (US History, Government,
Psychology, etc.) as well as lesson plans that are from the same period with the same students
over time to help develop a more robust collection of data. This data set will help me answer the
research questions I posed regarding both effective learning targets and clear goals through
effective teaching methods. My focus will also be on relationship building and qualitative data
which will be highlighted in my other two sets of data collection.
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An important portion of my lesson plans is student outcomes and my reflection on those
outcomes. The work that I show and observations that I make will be focused on trends over time
and differences among groups of students. In addition to engaging with students who will be
present in my classes, engaging with students who are absent for various reasons and potentially
for a significant time.
Second Type of Data Collected: Evaluations and Observations
The next portion of my data collection will be evaluations and observations that have
been submitted by my mentor teacher and my supervisor. These will be collected over the course
of the year to allow analysis of progress over time. Observations and evaluations will be both
formal and informal, and include meeting notes from the end of term evaluations. I will use these
primarily to gauge my improvement based on my goals and from a different perspective. My
research goals are based on the goals I set at the end of fall term in collaboration with my mentor
teacher and supervisor. My mentor teacher will be able to offer feedback on student performance
since he is familiar with their prior level and typical behaviors as well as speak to my own
growth over the time I teach. My supervisor will contribute useful evaluations based on my
performance and her knowledge of student engagement, literacy and effective teaching practices.
Third Type of Data Collected: Instructional Materials
The third type of data I will be collecting is my own observations of both my own time
teaching classes and those from observing my mentor teacher through the instructional materials
I create. I will include notes from the entire year through my study. These will be separate from
my observations regarding my specific lesson plans and include more consistent observations
about areas I note to improve my teaching practice in as I go along. I will also include notes
regarding my plans for lessons and activities that I will use with my students. This data will help
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me answer my questions by completing one of the main goals of action research: self reflection.
These skills will be invaluable in answering my research questions, building effective and
sustainable teaching practices, and continuing to improve my strategies.
Context of the Study
The context of my study is a small high school in Southern Oregon that includes grades
9-12. This is a rural school district with a high school enrollment of around 700. I conducted my
research in the social studies department, which is comprised of four classroom teachers with an
average classroom size of 20 students. Our school has a very high percentage of students who
qualify for free/reduced lunch, however the exact statistic is unknown due to changes that were
made in food service during the pandemic. This district was heavily impacted by wildfires in
2020, which has had major significance for the continuity of student’s education since that time
in addition to school closures related to the pandemic. In the 2020-21 school year, our school had
a 95% graduation rate.
I did the majority of my research and student teaching with juniors and seniors in a
United States History class, but also interacted with many underclassmen in other social studies
courses. Over the course of the school year, I have taught in AP Government, Honors
International Studies, United States History, Government, and Psychology courses. My mentor
teacher is responsible for two of the four United States History classes in the department, so the
curriculum development is shared between his classes and the other teacher’s two courses. The
teachers in this department work fairly independently, but meet in a PLC together to coordinate
tasks such as course recommendations, offerings, and to share ideas on how to support students.
I also hold a classified position at my high school within the counseling department
which oversees our graduation services, testing, as well as Career and Technical Education
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programs. This position causes me to work closely with teachers, administrators, and other
support staff throughout the school. This gives me an interesting perspective on school processes
in and out of the classroom. A large portion of my job is devoted to data analytics based on test
scores and other achievement data. This work provides an insight into differences among
students through different demographic lenses as well as outcomes amongst educators. What
underscores this data is the importance of relationship building with students regardless of
demographics or course topic. The top indicator of student success is engagement in school
programs at my school. My position is also consistently working with both administrative and
teacher priorities, and balancing those two has given me perspective on balancing both.
My classroom serves students of all grade levels in both core content and elective course
sections. A number of dual credit opportunities are offered to students who enroll and complete
necessary assignments. Our school has open enrollment into AP/Honors courses and it is not
uncommon for students to graduate with a substantial amount of college credits completed.
Around 30% of our students have been identified as ELL, which makes inclusive teaching
strategies crucial to every student’s success. My classes also include students with IEPs or 504s
who require a range of accommodations during assessments and instruction. This year we moved
to a new bell schedule with periods either being 50 or 70 minutes. I see each class four times per
week in a full week, half are 50 minutes and the other half are 70 minutes.
Participants
Because this study was designed using an action research approach, the main
participant in the study is myself, as the teacher. As my learning progressed throughout my
student teaching program, I became interested in a number of ideas that would help me to
improve my instruction. Ultimately, I decided to focus on the main research areas outlined in
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my research questions. To lend credibility to the results I will share from my self-study of my
practice, it is important to detail my role in the classroom where I teach. I have participated in
and taught my section of United States History since the beginning of the school year, and am
attending sections of Psychology and Government at the direction of my mentor teacher.
My research goals and objectives were created from conversations with my mentor
teacher, my supervisor and myself. The questions I seek to answer come directly from the
context of my classroom. The last couple years were filled with trauma for my students, whether
that was due to the pandemic, school closures, distance learning, or devastating wildfires.
Navigating the path back to full time school and a more rigorous curriculum is and will continue
to be a massive undertaking by all educators. Some of the particular struggles I noticed in my
classroom are a lack of conversation and engagement, which led me to seek more strategies to
engage students and encourage them to take a more active role in their learning.
The loss of learning and social interaction is not something that will be remedied quickly,
therefore conducting research on this topic is going to be vital to success for a long time to come.
My mentor teacher, supervisor and I were intentional about choosing goals that were not only
attainable but would persist into my later practice after I have my own classroom. We also sought
to choose goals that I would be able to apply to my student teaching, research and my overall
objectives as a teacher. This work is centered around student needs and interests by relying on
relationship building. At the end of this school year, I hope to have a solid analysis of my goals
related to my practice in a format that I will be able to utilize for many years to come.
How I Studied My Teaching
In addition to continuing to collect the data described above, I will continue to develop
and teach more lessons that focus on addressing my research questions. I will test out and
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analyze various strategies that are aimed to engage students in social studies questions. A large
portion of my research practice will be focused on continuing to build relationships with students
and understanding their contexts, interests, skills, and needs. I will document these experiences
through my own reflection on instructional materials that will contribute to my analysis of my
own teaching practices besides direct instruction and lesson planning. To study these efforts, I
will compare upcoming lessons with my past lessons and documentation. This will offer insight
into how my lessons have improved and changed since the beginning of my teaching this year.
Towards the end of my study, I will survey students about what activities they felt were the most
effective and what they enjoyed most.
In order to develop the most effective lessons, I will rely on my own research laid out in
the literature review and additional resources, my mentor teacher and supervisor, and student
data. Some of these strategies include quality teaching for English learners (QTEL), scaffolding,
chunking, posing questions, and think pair share activities. The aim of my work will be to
increase student engagement and literacy through methods based on what I know about my
students. By the end of my project, I will be able to answer the research question laid out in
chapter one in a manner that will continue to be useful to me in my teaching practice as I develop
tools to help students succeed.
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Chapter 4
Results and Analysis
Overview and Types of Data Collected
For each research question, I will review each type of data that I collected in relation to
that particular question. I will start with observations, mainly from my supervisor and mentor
teacher. These will be shown through written analyses submitted by my supervisor and notes
from meetings with my mentor teacher following my teaching, in addition to the quarterly
meetings my mentor teacher, supervisor, and I participated in. From those observations, I will
draw connections between my goals, lessons, student participation, and outcomes. Next, I will
review my own lesson plans from my teaching in various classes. My focus will be on the
techniques I use and the impacts they had on my lessons when I used them in practice. I will
draw conclusions from the theories and literature I reviewed and the actual outcomes. Those
lesson plans review research and theory briefly, and I will add additional commentary to connect
those to my research. In addition to those data sources, I will refer to my own instructional
materials and reflections from my planning, conversations with my mentor teacher, and
instruction. These instructional materials will focus on my reflection post-lesson and changes for
future lessons and teaching in general as a key portion of the action research process.
Research Question 1: Which of my teaching strategies are most effective in creating
engagement?
When referring to engagement in classes this school year, it is vital to talk about the
context in which students are in this school year. Coming out of the last 2 years of inconsistent
education, distance learning, and other disruptions, students are adjusting back to social and
academic norms. Many students spent the last couple of years having minimal interaction with
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their peers and teachers, which means that building engagement is simultaneously difficult and
necessary. Often, my strategies were geared toward both engaging students physically in my
class during instruction and those who were absent. My school is no longer providing online live
instruction from teachers, and those who were primarily online over the last couple of years are
enrolled in our district’s exclusively online program without direct instruction from our teachers.
With this in mind, planning and implementing good instructional practices became vital to
finding success this year. To that end, my research has been aimed at testing different
instructional strategies to see what works best to engage students in the material at hand. This
work spanned US History, Psychology, and Government courses. In my review of the data
collected, I will show pieces of evidence from all of those classes.
One strategy that I implemented in my classroom is the think-pair-share model, which is
often used at a Quality Learning for English Learners (QTEL) strategy (REL, 2012) in addition
to working to engage every student in class regardless of their ability level and individual needs.
In the observation on the next page, my supervisor mentioned a key point in the psychology
lesson when students worked on coming up with an answer to questions posed during instruction
independently, then turning to their partner to discuss their answers before being asked to
synthesize those answers in a large group discussion format. This strategy worked well with the
students in that section. I measured success for these strategies by looking at data on engagement
and data on students who met the learning targets for the day through an assessment whether it
was formative or summative.
An important note to include regarding student engagement is the need, especially this
school year, for connecting with students who were not in the classroom during instruction.
Quarantines and other absences are frequent this school year. This underscores the need to
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articulate clear expectations and goals for the materials and to present materials that are
accessible and engaging for those who are not present. For both the think-pair-share and jigsaw
strategies, I implemented online accessible versions to include students who missed class. An
example of such an assignment is shown below. For those students who were present, they still
completed an online submission in addition to our in class interaction. The students present
shared their responses with others prior to posting and worked to divide up readings before
beginning work based on areas of interest.
In my planning, I emphasized creating an accessible assignment with full instructions
online. In one period of the classes that completed the assignment shown on the next page for US
History, 7 out of 18 students were absent on the day this assignment was completed and 5 of
those 7 students completed the assignment without additional prompting. They were able to
complete the activity in the way it was intended to be done and cover the pertinent material
without being present. This allowed me to maintain the progress of those students when they
were back in the classroom and keep them engaged in the material because they had not missed a
significant amount of instruction and at least had some background in key topic areas.
The students in this class range in grade level from freshmen to seniors, and have varied
individual learning needs and skill levels. Some of the students in the class are working towards
earning dual college credit for the independent work they are completing in the class and
therefore are generally more engaged and have higher academic skills than their peers. There are
also students who have IEP or 504 plans for learning disabilities or medical conditions that
impact their learning. Both of those groups of students performed well on the assessment and
showed good use of academic language and engagement with their peers.
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Figure 1
Observation Feedback from Supervisor
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The emerging bilingual learners in that section, either actively receiving services or on monitored
status, performed well on the assessment with some extra scaffolding in class. The students who
were present all met the learning target for the day, along with a couple of students who
completed make up work.
When I implemented a similar assignment in a section of US Government, students who
were present in class had a high rate of completion and scored well. The students who were
absent did not complete the assignment at as high a rate as the Psychology section did for a
similar assignment. The US Government assignment was submitted in the spring and used for a
class of exclusively seniors, who were showing less engagement across the board at that point in
the year. Due to this lack of engagement and attendance, it’s difficult to say if the reason for their
lack of participation was due to the assignment or to general disengagement. The students who
were present in class and completed the assignment met the learning target for the day on the day
the lesson was taught, which was about half of the class.
Figure 2
Assignment Completion Sample
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Figure 3
Google Classroom Discussion Assignment

Another QTEL strategy that I implemented was the use of sentence frames for students to
complete assignments and participate in class discussions (REL, 2012). The two most common
ways I implemented this strategy was through detailed instructions on assignments and by
adding sentence frames to my slides for students to reference during discussion. In the New Deal
Discussion Activity shown in Figure 3, I reiterated the instructions and sentence frames from my
slides into the Google Classroom instructions for students reference while they worked and also
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for those students who were absent. Students responded well to those prompts, many students
without specific learning needs used the sentence frames in addition to those with an IEP, 504 or
language needs. Over time, it became easier to implement these strategies because of the
repetition those strategies created. I began to utilize similar sentence frames in all of my classes
and students were able to rely on those resources if they needed some support with their
assessments.
Finally, a main focus of my time in the classroom over the course of this year is to build
relationships with students and develop an understanding of their skills and backgrounds. There
were a couple of strategies that I used consistently throughout the year with all of the class
periods I taught in to reach this goal. The first was simple, to greet students at the beginning of
class prior to the bell ringing. Most frequently, I made a point of standing outside the classroom
between class periods to say hello to students as they came in the classroom. Starting with those
smaller activities allowed me to get to know students in a low-stakes environment, rather than by
asking them to participate in class while their peers were watching. I first learned the names of
the students in my classes, and gradually learned more about what activities they participated in,
things they did for fun, and more about their backgrounds.
In a more academically focused effort, I also made a point of surveying students formally
and informally to see what they were interested in learning about and what was working best for
them. I asked them to complete end of quarter surveys to reflect on their past learning and to
look ahead, as well as through surveys for their preferences on assessments. Early on in my
student teaching experience, these were especially helpful in learning things about students when
I had not had as much time to get to know those students individually in class. The students in
my classes responded well to these surveys for the most part and put in effort to fill them out. For
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instance, one student answered the first question shown in Figure 4 with “I got all A's and B's Q1
and I've always had F's, and I feel really proud of myself. I’ve always struggled in social studies
classes, but I have been successful so far this year.” This information let me know how I could
encourage and support my students, as well as giving me insights into their past academic
history. These online surveys also gave my students who didn’t always attend a chance to
participate and for me to get to know them and the barriers they face.
Figure 4
Assessment Survey
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Figure 5
End of Quarter Reflection Survey
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Both of those strategies gave me means to connect with my students and learn more
about them outside of the classroom. Often in conversation, students would mention something
of cultural significance that gave me a better understanding of their background. This gave us not
only conversation topics, but also gave me the chance to connect students with opportunities at
school that might be beneficial to them. Overall, building relationships over time not only
modify my instruction content and instructional strategies, but offer more opportunities for my
students. I often had students complete exit tickets as well, which would help me informally
assess their learning in a low stakes environment. These were often the source of information to
use to modify my lesson plans to ensure that students were meeting learning objectives when we
didn’t complete a more formal assignment that day.
Figure 6
Exit Ticket From United States History
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Research Question 2: How does developing clear goals and expectations aid in relationship
building as I understand my students more?
My second research question is focused on instructional planning and the process of
developing appropriate learning targets, as well as more general class expectations. The goal of
doing so in my instruction is to gradually build relationships with my students to better
understand their backgrounds in terms of academic knowledge and cultural knowledge. For the
topics we are covering in the social studies courses I am teaching this year, understanding these
funds of knowledge that my students are bringing to the classroom is essential. Bringing in the
QTEL strategy of having and communicating high expectations to students is key, and my
research focuses on how to implement that strategy in an actual classroom. I communicated this
often with my mentor teacher and supervisor, who made sure to assist me in evaluating that
aspect of my teaching over the course of this year. In the figure below from November 2021 in
US History, my supervisor commented on my attention to students' needs.
One focus of my research was on feedback for students on assessments. I chose to spend
more time on writing and explaining my grading and feedback on formative assessments rather
than summative. Doing so allowed me to spend time adapting my lesson plans to accommodate
individual needs between classes so that I could review material, provide more support or
scaffolding, or give students more practice if needed. Aligning this feedback with the principles
of backward instruction gives me the opportunity to modify my instruction as the unit processes
to ensure that my students are meeting learning objectives. Having that flexibility worked well in
my classes, but I am concerned that those practices are not necessarily sustainable long term.
Once I am solely responsible for the instruction of a full class schedule, modifying my lesson
plans to the extent that I did during my student teaching experience probably is not realistic. I do
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think that practicing those techniques was useful and informative, but that I will need to make
adjustments to ensure that I am balancing my responsibilities in the classroom.
Figure 7
Observation Feedback From Supervisor
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On the topic of assessments and engagement, I learned throughout my teaching
experience that including a rubric in addition to clear instructions was vital even if the same
points were covered in both elements. I began integrating rubrics into the Google Classroom
interface, which made grading simpler for me and helped clarify expectations with students.
Figure 8
Google Classroom Grading Rubric

When I used this approach, students were more tuned into exactly what they were supposed to do
and how much weight each portion of the assignment held. To the point of helping students
understand how to identify and pull out key information from texts, this strategy was helpful.
Other teachers in my school also utilize this feature, so students felt comfortable with those types
of grading practices and knew what to expect. One thing I noticed once I started grading
assignments this way was that students began asking more specific questions to clarify the
instructions for the assessment that helped them understand the objectives better. Overall, I felt
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that this was very effective in engaging students in their assessments and taking more ownership
over their learning. Figure 8 shows an example rubric that students used when creating an
activity in US Government.
To communicate class and assignment expectations clearly, I also utilized learning targets
both in my lesson planning to meet standards and in direct instruction with students. These
targets bridge the gap between standards and instruction. When I talked with my mentor teacher,
he indicated that the learning targets were helpful in engaging students because they had a
measurable way of attaining the goals their teacher had for them. Rather than having students
guess about their success in the class and status of their learning, they had measurable goals to
keep track of. In my lesson plans later in the year, I became more proficient at connecting
standards with learning targets, assignments, and check-ins at the end of class periods. My
supervisor notes this in Figure 10. Oftentimes, my closure for a class period would come from
returning to the learning goal, whether it was explicit or through a guided class discussion.
Figure 9
Example Learning Targets From Lesson Plans
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Figure 10
Observation Feedback From Supervisor
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Figure 11
Learning Target From Instructional Materials

An important aspect of holding high expectations for students is providing the
appropriate scaffolding to help them build confidence and reach learning goals. A theme
throughout the instructional materials and reflection I have reviewed so far is consistently
utilizing scaffolding techniques like sentence frames throughout my instruction. These strategies
play into the theories developed by Lev Vygotsky that emphasize working in the proximal zone
of development so that students can eventually use these skills without a skilled mentor
(Vygoysky, 2016). To reach these instructional goals, I used a couple of approaches. First, I
ensured that I created an encouraging, safe learning environment where students felt comfortable
sharing their opinions and work. I asked students to share and work hard in class, but offered
clear supports to all of my students and gave them credit for genuinely participating in class.
Second, I integrated student interests into my instruction. Often, I would ask students
what they were most interested in learning about a particular topic before we dove into
instruction for that unit. Over time, students became more engaged in having a say in what we
learned. There are many ways to reach learning objectives, and giving students a voice and
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choice in how they do so was effective in creating engagement and ownership. In Figure 11,
there is an example of student work from a project in Psychology that we completed based on
student feedback. They choose to complete group projects to showcase their learning rather than
a writing assessment. Students ended up creating compelling visuals that showed not only their
interests but their comprehension of the material we covered. In Figure 12, my supervisor
mentions several of these techniques, including clear instructions and student engagement.
Figure 12
Psychology Student Work Sample
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Figure 13
Observation Feedback From Supervisor
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Themes & Review of Strategies
As I reflected on my teaching and research, two main themes became clear: consistency
and relationship building. For my teaching, these are both rooted in culturally relevant pedagogy
that works to include and engage all students in the classroom regardless of skill level or
background. Consistency in instructional practices gives students a chance to develop skills and
confidence in their ability to succeed in this academic environment. It also helped encourage
students to participate in class discussions and work on engaging with each other after a long
stint without that expectation. They developed a relationship with me as their teacher and with
each other as partners in learning. Building relationships over time in class is ultimately the
foundation of success in the classroom. The only way for me to meet the expectations of best
teaching practices is to start with developing a rapport with students. That takes many forms in
practice, whether it is through greeting students daily, asking for input, or learning about students
as individuals.
There were multiple strategies mentioned throughout this section, many of which were
centered around providing QTEL instruction. The specific instructional strategies that I found
most effective in reaching my goals were think pair share activities, offering sentence frames,
and having clear and high expectations. These not only allowed me to tailor my instruction
according to students' learning needs as dictated by their IEPs and 504 plans, but gave all
students the opportunity to access academic content with appropriate support. The way that I
implemented these strategies changed over the course of the year and will continue to evolve as I
gain more experience, but will foundationally be based on the same goals.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
Research Goals and Questions
The purpose of my project and practice this year was to answer a couple of questions that
fit into the larger picture of my teaching philosophy and a search for the best practices. I hoped to
gain a better understanding of my own mission and vision for my career and explore what I
wanted to accomplish with my teaching. Aligning those goals with InTASC standards,
educational theories, and prior research allowed me to become more introspective and evaluate
my own actions and practices in relation to student learning. This project gave me the formal
structure to accomplish these tasks during my student teaching experience. Even though there
were many curveballs and difficulties throughout the past two years as I completed my program,
all of those experiences contributed to the teacher that I am today.
The questions I sought to answer were: which of my teaching strategies are most
effective in creating engagement and how does developing clear goals and expectations aid in
relationship building as I understand my students more? I found several strategies that were the
most effective with my students in the past year, but the most impactful finding was that
communication and relationship building with students mattered more than the strategies I used.
While scaffolding and differentiation are vital to all students' success, if I used these instructional
strategies without a prior understanding of my students interests and needs, they were not as
effective. This echoes the literature reviewed in this project and educational theory more broadly
in arguing that students should always be the center of the classroom and education system.
Building genuine relationships with students provided the foundation for my work this year and
will continue to do so in the future.
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Limitations and Strengths
There were several limitations to this project, one of the most impactful being the lack of
consistency in schooling this year. As we returned to a traditional schedule and consistent
in-person learning, some challenges followed. There were frequent staff and student absences,
substitute shortages, socioeconomic stress, staff turnover, and social adjustments that came with
returning to school. While those were disruptive to my study, it is necessary to recognize those as
issues that will likely not be resolved soon and it will be important to work with those challenges
in the coming years. As I learned to conduct research in a more consistent manner as I planned
and taught lessons, my practices changed. This was a positive change for my instructional
practices but meant that my data collection period was not as lengthy as it could have been. I did
have the chance to spend the entire academic year with one of my classes as it changed over that
time, and some of my conclusions were supported by my work with those students. As I continue
teaching, I will refine those practices further and continue to recognize bigger picture patterns in
my teaching, a key outcome of action research.
A couple of notable strengths of my research were my ability to work with a variety of
students over the course of the year in a number of different classes and the contributions of my
mentor teacher and supervisor. I was able to test out the same instructional strategies with
students of differing grade levels, skill levels, interest in social studies, and learning needs. This
provided an opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of those strategies with a broad group of
students while maintaining consistency in evaluation. Without the feedback of my mentor
teacher and supervisor during planning and implementation, my study would not have been as
robust. Being able to bring in a couple of very experienced perspectives on my practices was
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immensely helpful. That collaboration is something I will continue to prioritize as I continue
teaching and take more ownership over my classroom and curriculum.
Future Goals
Along with collaboration, I hope to grow in a couple of areas over the next few years in
teaching. One of those is something I highlighted in my results and analysis: consistency. As I
learn more about what instructional strategies I find most effective and gain more experience
building curriculum, I plan to work towards developing consistency for my students. For me, this
means maintaining high expectations, stable support and scaffolding, and showing up to meet my
students where they are. All of this is accessible through culturally responsive practices that
emphasize creating learning environments and experiences that connect to students. Another goal
for my future is continuing to learn more in terms of educational research and practices as we
emerge from the pandemic as a community.
In my practice and through this project, I was given the opportunity to practice planning,
analyzing, and reflecting on my practices as a teacher. Even though my reflection will likely look
different in the future, this template will continue to serve my goals of continuously improving
my teaching. I have learned how to better ask for and receive feedback from my mentors and
peers as well. I am excited for the opportunity to continue my professional development as I
begin teaching in my own classroom next year. Implementing the foundations of
Duncan-Andrade’s (2009) work of emphasizing critical hope will not be an easy path, but a
necessary one. I cannot emphasize enough the role that culturally responsive pedagogy and
relationship building played in my successes over this year. Although a lot of my learning came
from my coursework, professors, mentor teacher, and supervisor, I think that one of the most
important things to carry out of this experience is what I have learned from students. It has been
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a challenging couple of years to say the least, but my students have shown an incredible amount
of resilience and strength. They inspire me and my colleagues every day, and help me remember
that even when we are going through hard times it is a privilege to work with them every day.
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